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A comparison of phenomenological features of plasmas is made with a special emphasis on
radio-frequency induced transport, which are maintained when a set of two closely spaced dual
half-turn antennas in a central cell of the Phaedrus-B axisymmetric tandem mirror@J. J. Browning
et al., Phys. Fluids B1, 1692~1989!# is phased to excite electromagnetic fields in the ion cyclotron
range of frequencies~ICRF! with m521 ~rotating with ions! andm511 ~rotating with electrons!
azimuthal modes. Positive and negative electric currents are measured to flow axially to the end
walls in the cases ofm521 andm511 excitations, respectively. These parallel nonambipolar ion
and electron fluxes are observed to be accompanied by azimuthal ion flows in the same directions
as the antenna-excitation modesm. The phenomena are argued in terms of radial particle fluxes due
to a nonambipolar transport mechanism@Hojo and Hatori, J. Phys. Soc. Jpn.60, 2510 ~1991!;
Hatakeyamaet al., J. Phys. Soc. Jpn.60, 2815~1991!, and Phys. Rev. E52, 6664~1995!#, which are
induced when azimuthally traveling ICRF waves are absorbed in the magnetized plasma column.
© 1997 American Institute of Physics.@S1070-664X~97!00108-0#
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I. INTRODUCTION

In order to produce, heat and stabilize plasmas by
application of radio-frequency~rf! electromagnetic fields, i
is useful to control spatial profiles of the waves excited, a
externally determine wave numbers parallel and perpend
lar to background magnetic-field lines or preferred directio
of wave propagation. For this purpose rotating rf syste
have often been employed, where the rf field excited pre
entially takes the form of a helically traveling wave wi
poloidal and toroidal phase velocities in a toroidal plasma
with azimuthal and axial phase velocities in a cylindric
plasma. By controlling azimuthal mode numbersm of
rotating-rf fields in the ion cyclotron range of frequenci
~ICRF!, plasma production and heating have efficiently be
performed,1 and flute instabilities have successfully be
stabilized2 in magnetized plasma columns.

When such rotating-rf fields are absorbed in the plas
on the other hand, it is expected that the momentum of
traveling wave is transferred to the plasma particles an
driving force acting along the wave propagation directi
appears. The effect of this momentum transfer leads to
generations of steady-state current3 and plasma rotation4 par-
allel to the magnetic-field lines, and may induce perpendi
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lar charged-particle fluxes5 in the plasma. Concerning th
latter point, methods of cross-field flux control by low
frequency electromagnetic fields were proposed to impr
plasma confinement,6 kinetic theories on the rf-induced
cross-field fluxes in magnetic-mirror and toroidal plasm
were reported,7,8 and an orbit theory on the origin of rf
induced particle drifts has been developed.9 From an experi-
mental point of view, however, much attention has not be
paid to this kind of rf-induced transport. Demirkhano
et al.10 observed a change of radial plasma-density profile
a toroidal trap, which depends on the poloidal direction
wave propagation in the lower-frequency Alfve´n range~v
,vci , v/2p: externally applied frequency,vci/2p: ion cy-
clotron frequency!.

Here our interest is focused on rotating-ICRF-induc
particle fluxes in connection with a control of cross-fie
plasma transport.7,9 Being stimulated by our measurements11

experimental trials on this topic have also been made in
Gamma-10 tandem mirror12 and small linear13 devices, pre-
liminary results of which support our work presented in th
paper. In our experiment a set of dual half-turn antenna
used in an axisymmetric tandem mirror to excite rf fiel
around the ion cyclotron frequency, which azimutha
propagate in the direction of ion cyclotron (m,0) or elec-
tron cyclotron (m.0) motion in a plasma. Under such
situation ions are predicted to drift inward and outward in t
radial direction in the cases ofm,0 andm.0 excitations,
respectively, as clearly explained on the basis of the co
sionless orbit theory by Hatakeyamaet al.9 Then, according
to a requirement of the net charge balance,14 ion and electron
fluxes are expected to be measured at the axial end w
corresponding to them,0 and m.0 excitations, respec
tively. In the presence of ion collisions a part of the rad
drift velocity induced may be transferred to the azimuth
drift velocity.
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In Sec. II, the experimental setup and methods are
scribed. Experimental results are presented in Sec. III. S
tions IV and V contain discussion and conclusions, resp
tively.

II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND METHODS

Experiments are carried out in the Phaedrus-B tand
mirror consisting of five axisymmetric mirror cells,15 as
shown in Fig. 1. In the present experiment there is no
excitation in the plug regions; the device is heated, sustai
and stabilized using only the central cell rf fields. All of th
magnets are energized in order to provide mapping of
plasma to the east and west end walls which are electric
grounded. Each end wall consists of five circular concen
segmented electrodes~end rings! whose outer radii are 4.0
13.0, 22.0, 30.5, and 40.5 cm, respectively. The electric c
rent flowing to each ring is measured by passing it throu
0.5-V resistor. A set of two closely spaced dual half-tu
antennas with separation of 7.5 cm is located atz
5250 cm from the central cell midplane~see Fig. 1!. The
antenna radii are 19 cm with strap widths of 5 cm ea
There are no Faraday shields, but there are limiters~inner
radiusr L : 17 cm, outer radius: 23.5 cm! on either side of the
antenna set, which are electrically grounded. Two sepa
amplifier chains capable of providing 200 kW each are u
to excite the antennas withI A5400;800 A ~zero-peak
value! simultaneously. A single frequency two-phase sou
is used to drive the chains at a frequency 1.26 MHz which
approximatelyvci/2p defined by the magnetic-field streng
in the vicinity of the antennas. This variable phase abi
allows the antennas to be phased as desired. Thus, the a
nas are operated as two closely spaced rotating field an
nas, which can be phased to control the azimuthal m
number as previously demonstrated.16 By choosing the rela-
tive phase between the antenna currents to be290° or
190°, either them521 or them511 mode can be pref
erentially excited with 80% of the power contained in t
excited mode and with the additional power in higher-ord
modes.

The plasma is created by applying microwaves of
GHz and 13 kW, which are resonant nearz56125 cm from
the central cell midplane, for 3 ms. Hydrogen gas is supp
from gas boxes located atz56232 cm to the vacuum cham
ber (;6032 Torr l /s), in the central region of which th

FIG. 1. Schematic of the Phaedrus-B magnetic-field configuration and l
tion of the rotating field phased antenna set.
2948 Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 4, No. 8, August 1997
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neutral gas pressure is (0.5– 1)31025 Torr while the back-
ground pressure is below 1.031027 Torr. After the plasma
is initiated, the central cell rf fields are applied, and t
plasma duration is up to 20 ms.

Various diagnostics are available. Ion saturation Lan
muir probes, double probes, and self-emissive probes
used to determine radial profiles of plasma densityn, elec-
tron temperatureTe , and plasma potentialf, respectively. A
0.15 cm diam paddle probe, which is buried in the 0.16
width ceramic support to yield a function similar to a dire
tional Mach probe17 and a Gundestrup probe,18 is used to
estimate an azimuthal anisotropy of plasma flux by meas
ing a difference of ion saturation currents when its collec
faces in the directions of ion cyclotron and electron cyclotr
motions. Axial profiles of plasma line density and pressu
are obtained using diamagnetic loops and microwave in
ferometers. The ion temperatureTi' perpendicular to the
magnetic-field lines in the central cell is determined by
time-of-flight analyzer of charge exchange neutral particl
The source~ionization! current is determined from the abso
lutely calibrated Ha emission. A movable gridded endlos
analyzer with 4 cm spaced 17 holes~0.6 cm in diameter! is
set just in front of each of the end rings atz56535 cm.
Since the analyzer can be turned on a fixed point at
edge, the frontal grid of which is electrically grounde
this Faraday-cup array measures cross-sectional
files of charged particle fluxes and temperatures paralle
the magnetic-field lines (Tei ,Ti i). The plasma parameter
obtained on the axis of the central cell aren.3
31012 cm23, Te.Ti560– 90 eV and radius.16 cm
(wall radius570 cm).

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

According to previous investigations on the stability
the Phaedrus-B tandem mirror, the plasma has been s
lized against magnetohydrodynamics~MHD! interchange ac-
tivity by the ponderomotive force of the ICRF fields und
the condition ofv/vci,1 for m521 and v/vci.1 for
m511 while it has been unstable under the condition
v/vci,1 for m511.16,19 In the present experiment, how
ever, hydrogen gas fuelling is provided by the gas bo
located beyond the central cell in order to obtain a sta
plasma even under the condition ofv/vci,1 for m511
~gas-blanket line tying!,20 the amount of which is larger tha
in the usual Phaedrus-B experiments by approximately
order of magnitude.

Temporal evolutions of line density near the central-c
midplane (z5212.5 cm) and total plasma flux flowing int
the end walls~rings! are measured when the rf antenna
phased to excite the rotating ICRF fields withm521 and
m511, as given in Fig. 2. Significant difference in line
density behavior is not found for variations ofm and
v/vci . However, the net plasma flux along the magnet
field lines at the end walls shows ion~positive! and electron
~negative! currents in the cases ofm521 andm511 ex-
citations, respectively, whenever the rf azimuthal mode
changed withv/vci kept constant (50.97) and for different
values ofv/vci @just above~1.09! or below unity ~0.90!#.

a-
Hatakeyama et al.
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Herev/vci is varied by changing the magnetic-field streng
with the mirror ratios kept almost constant. The radial pro
of endloss current is obtained by plotting the electric curr
of each of the segmented end rings att510– 15 ms, as

FIG. 3. Radial profiles of current density at the end walls withv/vci

50.90, 0.97, and 1.09. Closed and open marks denote values in the ca
m521 and11 excitations, respectively.

FIG. 2. Temporal variations of line density atz5212.5 cm and total cur-
rent of the end rings for the cases where the rotating-ICRF excitations
performed with typical values ofv/vci .
Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 4, No. 8, August 1997
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shown in Fig. 3, where the radial distance and the current
unit area are evaluated in central-cell coordinates and an
row indicates the limiter position. The ion-loss current f
the m521 mode is almost of the same magnitude as
electron-loss current for them511 mode. In most cases th
currents in the core region are larger than in the edge reg
The generation of these ion- and electron-loss current
consistent with the measured result that the potentials of
end rings in the case ofm521 become higher than those i
the case ofm511 when they are switched from electrical
grounded to floating.

Since operations of the gridded analyzers just in front
the west and east end walls enable us to make cross-sect
contour plots of ion and electron current densities as ty
cally exemplified in Fig. 4, we can decompose the total e
loss current into the ion and electron currents to estim
ambipolar (G i

A) and nonambipolar (G i
NA) current fluxes par-

allel to the magnetic-field lines. The typical result isG i
A

.65 A, G i i
NA.35 A, andG i

A.50 A, Gei
NA.30 A in the cases

of m521 and 11 excitations, respectively, while th
plasma source current determined from radial and axial p
files of Ha-emission intensity isGsource.500 A for the both
modes. The difference betweenGsourceandG i is ascribed to
the current flux perpendicular to the magnetic-field line
which consists of ambipolar (G'

A) and nonambipolar (G'
NA)

components. Under our experimental condition, where
large amount of hydrogen gas fuelling is provided, the rad
losses in the long regions between the central-cell midpl
and the end walls dominate the axial losses at the end w
It is to be noted that almost invariably negative currents w
measured at the end walls in discharges of the tandem m
TMX-U14 and Gamma-10,21 where asymmetric application
of electron-cyclotron and neutral beam heating powers
considered one of the candidates for nonambipolar transp
observed.22

When the nonambipolar perpendicular fluxG'
NA is con-

sidered, it is necessary to make an experimental compar
between azimuthal asymmetries in the plasmas23 maintained
by the rf excitations withm521 and11 modes. For that

s of

FIG. 4. A typical example of contour plot of charged-particle endlo
mapped back to the central cell. Ion current~in mA/cm2! by the west endloss
analyzer in the case ofm521 excitation.v/vci50.97 andt514.9 ms.

re
2949Hatakeyama et al.
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purpose measurements of two-dimensional contour plot
the endloss electron temperature parallel to the magn
field lines are performed as shown in Fig. 5 (v/vci

50.97), where the contours att510 ms are mapped back t
the central cell and an asymmetry at the corner of thex-y
plane is due to the feeder insertion of the rf antenna.
though results of the east endloss analyzers are more a
metric than those of the west endloss analyzers, ove
Tei-contours denote a similar asymmetry for the both exc
tions with m521 and11. To make this point clear radia
profiles of endlossTei in the cases ofm521 and11 exci-
tations are presented in Fig. 6, where the results for
azimuthal angles~45°, 135°! are given. We cannot find a
appreciable difference ofTei profile between the both case
and increases inTei are measured at the outer radii. Wh
we sum up and plot the number of loss electrons over
whole cross sections and during the plasma sustainm
(;20 ms) as a function ofTei , the Tei yielding the largest
number of the electrons in the case ofm521 is almost the
same (;15 eV) as that in the case ofm511. The tailTei of
this histogram in the latter case is larger than in the form
case. On the other hand the endloss ion temperatures pa
to the magnetic-field lines are measured to be higher than
electron temperatures and to increase at the outer edge
larly to the Tei profiles. According to the ion temperatur
histogram in Fig. 7Ti i yielding the peak values are aroun
50 eV for the both excitation modes, and the higher tai
more enhanced in the case ofm511 similarly to theTei

histogram. The peak value in the case ofm521 is larger by
approximately nine times than that in the case ofm511.
Thus, the polarity difference of endloss currents between
m521 and 11 excitations are unlikely to be connecte
with the Tei- andTi i-profile properties.

Figure 8 gives time-averaged (13<t<16 ms) radial pro-

FIG. 5. Contour plots of endloss electron temperature~in eV! in the cases of
~a! m521 and ~b! 11 excitations~mapped back to the central cell!.
v/vci50.97 andt510 ms.
2950 Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 4, No. 8, August 1997
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FIG. 6. Radial profiles of endloss electron temperature for typical azimu
angles at the both ends~east and west!. ~a! m521 and ~b! m511.
v/vci50.97 andt510 ms.

FIG. 7. Histograms of endloss ion temperature for the both excita
modes.v/vci50.97.
Hatakeyama et al.
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files of ion saturation currentI is ~proportional ton!, Te , and
f around the midplane in the central cell (z5225 cm). The
n profile in the case ofm521 is measured to be weakl
hollow with an inward diffusion coefficient atr &11 cm and
outward diffusion coefficient atr .11 cm, while that in the
case ofm511 to be more diffusive in the outward direc
tion. Almost the sameTe profiles for the both rf-excitation
modes are measured by the double probe which prefe
tially collects higher-tail electrons. The plasma potential
measured to be almost constant in the core regionr
,15 cm) and increases slightly in the edge regionr
*15 cm) for the both modes. Heref in the case ofm
521 is lower than in the case ofm511. This result is not
in contradiction to the observations in Figs. 2 and 3, wh
more ions than electrons and more electrons than ions
lost to the end walls in the former and latter cases, resp
tively. The charge-exchange analyzer in the central celz
575 cm) measures perpendicular ion energy distribut
functions with bulk and higher-tail components. Figure 9
dicates time variations of bulk and tailTi' ~upper graph! and
of tail density fractions~bottom graph!. The tail Ti' in the
case ofm521 is a little bit larger than that in the case
m511, although the bulkTi' are almost same in the bot
excitation modes. The higher-tail fraction is more pr
nounced in the case ofm521.

Figure 10 shows time variations of the ion saturati
currents measured by the paddle probe in the central ce~z
525 cm, r 59 cm!, the collector of which faces in the direc
tions of ion cyclotron (I u2) and electron cyclotron (I u1)
motions. It is clearly measured thatI u2 is larger thanI u1 in
the case ofm521 but I u1 is larger thanI u2 in the case of

FIG. 8. Radial profiles of ion saturation current, electron temperature,
plasma potential in the central cell (z5225 cm). Closed and open circle
denote values in the cases ofm521 and11 excitations.v/vci50.97.
Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 4, No. 8, August 1997
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FIG. 9. Time variations of bulk and tail ion temperatures perpendicula
the magnetic field, and of tail density fractions in the central cellz
575 cm) in the cases ofm521 ~closed circles! and 11 ~open circles!
excitations.v/vci50.97.

FIG. 10. Time variations of ion saturation currents picked up by the pad
probe faced in the directions of ion (I u2) and electron (I u1) cyclotron
motions. ~a! m521(v/vci50.97) and ~b! m511(v/vci51.09), z
525 cm andr 59 cm.
2951Hatakeyama et al.
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m511. This result indicates that an azimuthal plasma fl
is induced in the same direction as the rf excitation mo
m. Radial profiles of the difference betweenI u1 and I u2

(13<t<16 ms) are given in Fig. 11, where the normaliz
values ofDI u /I u1 for the m521 excitation andDI u /I u2

for them511 excitation are plotted in order to estimate t
azimuthal flow speed discussed later (DI u5I u12I u2). For
the m521 excitation the ion flow in the direction of ion
cyclotron motion is observed in the whole region and ha
maximum value aroundr 512 cm, although the ion diamag
netic drift velocity is in the opposite direction to ion cyclo
tron motion atr &12 cm. For them511 excitation the ion
flow in the direction of electron cyclotron motion is observ
at r ,15 cm, although the ion diamagnetic drift velocity is
the opposite direction to electron cyclotron motion. The i
flow flux for the m511 excitation is smaller than that fo
the m521 excitation. In the edge inhomogeneous reg
(r *15 cm) comparable ion flows in the direction of the io
diamagnetic drift velocity are measured for the both exc
tion modes. Since the definite difference of the ion flo
between them521 and11 excitations is observed in th
flat potential-profile region in Fig. 8, whereEr3B rotation
effects can be neglected, it is clearly attributed to an intrin
mechanism associated with azimuthally rotating-ICRF pr
erties.

IV. DISCUSSION

Since the net electron and ion losses integrated ove
surfaces must balance under our experimental situation
nonambipolar endloss fluxesG i

NA observed can directly be
connected with nonambipolar fluxesG'

NA perpendicular to
the magnetic-field lines. Then radially outward diffusion

FIG. 11. Radial profiles of normalized difference of paddle-probe i
saturation currents (DI u5I u12I u2) in the cases ofm521 ~closed circles!
and11 ~open circles! excitations.z525 cm andt513– 16 ms.
2952 Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 4, No. 8, August 1997
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electrons and ions might simply be considered to occur
our plasmas in the cases ofm521 andm511 excitations,
respectively. In order to check effects of rf-field profiles o
the observed phenomena numerical calculations from
ICRF codeANTENA24 are performed using experimental
determined profiles ofTe , Ti andn. Figure 12 presents cal
culated profiles of the rf electric field atz50 cm with
v/vci51.0 (B5860 G), whereEz , E1 , andE2 denote the
field component parallel to the magnetic field, right-~rotating
with electrons! and left-~rotating with ions! hand polarized
components, respectively. Since there are no appreciable
ferences of theEz profile between the both excitation mode
the polarity change of the field-aligned nonambipolar c
rents observed in Figs. 2 and 3 cannot be explained by
Ez effect, which is rather responsible for the apprecia
edge heating of the endlossTei and Ti i found in Fig. 6. In
comparison with the central-cellTe profiles in Fig. 8 it is
demonstrated that an enhanced edge heating ofTe' leading
to an outward diffusion of electrons does not occur even
the presence of the radially increasingE1 for the m521

-

FIG. 12. Results of numerical calculations from the ICRF codeANTENA.
Radial profiles of parallel (Ez), right- (E1) and left-hand (E2) polarized
components of rf electric field. Solid and dotted curves denote the case
m521 and 11 excitations, respectively.n5331012 cm23, Ti580 eV,
Te560 eV, r L517 cm, v/vci51, andI A51000 A/antenna.
Hatakeyama et al.
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excitation. Although an enhanced edge heating ofTi' lead-
ing to an outward diffusion of ions is expected to occur d
to the radially localizedE2 for the m511 excitation, this
effect may comparatively be negligible because the high
tail density and temperature in the case ofm511 are ob-
served to be lower than in the case ofm521, as seen in Fig
9. Thus, the properties of ion and electron temperatur
measured and rf electric fields calculated cannot be rela
to differences of particle diffusion in the radial direction an
resultant axial endloss between the m521 and 11 excita-
tions.

From a viewpoint of generation mechanism ofG'
NA let us

consider momentum transfer from the azimuthally travel
wave driven by the rotating ICRF antenna. In general,
absorption of rf fields excited by an external source in
dissipative medium leads to the generation of momen
flow into the constituent particles and thus to the appeara
of a force acting along the wave propagation direction. T
dissipative force is given by

F5(
k

k

v~k!
Q~k!, ~1!

whereQ(k) is the absorbed wave energy in a unit volume
the medium per unit time and the summation is carried
over all the waves.5 A clear-cut and useful explanation fo
the generation mechanism of this force is given under
condition of cyclotron resonances in Ref. 9. In the pres
caseQ is considered mainly due to ion cyclotron damping
the ICRF wave,k is in the azimuthal direction and thusF is
the azimuthal force acting on ions. When the rf antenna
phased so as to excite the mode withm511, Fu in the same
direction as the electron cyclotron motion may give rise
the radially outward drift of ions in the axial magnetic fie
(vr5Fu3B/eB2). ThisG i'

NA induced is considered to be ca
celed by the axial electron fluxGei

NA observed. When the
mode withm521 is excited,Fu in the same direction as th
ion cyclotron motion may give rise to radially inward drift o
ions in the axial magnetic field. As a result of thisG i'

NA in-
duced ions coming around the radial center is considere
flow along the magnetic field, yielding the endloss fl
G i i

NA observed. This endlossG i i
NA must be canceled by a pe

pendicular electron lossGe'
NA . Since the difference betwee

the plasma and radial-wall~grounded! potentials is so smal
(&Te /e) in the case ofm521, as shown in Fig. 8, a part o
the electrons may come over the potential barrier, flow
into the radial wall.

In the presence of collisions between ions and the o
particles a part of the ion momentum transferred from
azimuthally rotating rf fields described above is expected
be scattered into the radial direction. In order to obt
simple expressions for the momentum scattering we so
the steady-state fluid equation of ion motion in an axisy
metric system of the cylindrical coordinates (r ,u,z). When
effects of radial pressure gradient and ion convective mo
are negligible small, the ion flow speeds in the radial a
azimuthal directions are given by (n i /vci)v r.vu and

vu.
Fu

eB

n i /vci

11~n i /vci!
2 . ~2!
Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 4, No. 8, August 1997
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Heren i is the ion collision frequency dominated by the io
neutral collisions (n i /vci,0.1) including elastic collisions
(,150 kHz), ionization (,40 kHz) and charge–exchang
collisions (,30 kHz) in our case.25 Thus, the azimuthal ion
flux is produced by the radial flux loss due to the ion co
sions, the direction of which is the same asFu , i.e., the
direction of the antenna-excitation modem in our experi-
ment. This consideration is consistent with the measured
isotropy of azimuthal ion-saturation currents of the pad
probe in Figs. 10 and 11. When ions are assumed to for
shifted-Maxwellian velocity distribution function with a flow
speedvu in the azimuthal direction, the differences of th
probe saturation currents (I u12I u2) are related tovu~,0
for m521; .0 for m511! by

DI u

I u6
57

2ApVu

ApVu@211er f~7Vu!#7exp~2Vu
2!

, ~3!

where the upper and lower signs refer to them521 and
11 excitations, respectively,Vu5vu /A2Ti /M , M is ion
mass, and erfx5(2/Ap)*0

x exp(2t2)dt. Combining Eq.~3!
with Fig. 11 gives2Vu,0.5 andVu&0.1 in the cases of
m521 and11 excitations, respectively. These values a
several times as large as those predicted from Eq.~2!, when
we assume that the radial flux induced around the central-
midplane is of the order of the plasma source fl
(uFuu/eB;A2Ti /M ) because we have no exact theory
present, which determines the absolute value of the mom
tum transfer from the rotating-ICRF fields to the ions. Ho
ever, this difference may be compensated for by a mo
enhanced momentum scattering into the radial direct
when we take effective ion collisions due to low-frequen
(,vci/2p) fluctuations in the plasmas into account, whi
are known to cause ambipolar transport.26

Finally it is to be noted that the dissipative force give
by Eq. ~1! may also be due to classical particle collisio
even in the absence of kinetic interactions such as Lan
and cyclotron dampings. Thus, we cannot completely neg
a possibility that an electron flux in the radial direction
generated due to electron-neutral collisions in the presenc
ICRF waves.27 In order to quantitatively clarify this effect on
the phenomenon observed in our experiment, however, m
theoretical work has to be developed, which is beyond
scope of this paper.

V. CONCLUSIONS

Plasma features resulting from excitations of ICRF fie
have been compared to investigate rf-induced particle flux
which azimuthally rotate with ions (m,0) and electrons
(m.0) in axisymmetric magnetic-mirror fields. Nonamb
polar ion and electron currents are measured at the axial
walls for the excitations with the modesm521 and 11,
respectively, which require the generation of radial flux
under the condition of the total flux balance. Momentu
transfers from azimuthally traveling ICRF waves to ions a
considered to induce radially inward and outward ion dri
in the cases ofm521 and11 excitations, respectively. On
the other hand azimuthal ion fluxes with the same directi
as the ICRF excitation modes are also observed, which
2953Hatakeyama et al.
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considered to originate from collision scatterings of the
momentum transferred from the traveling waves. Our res
suggest that ICRF waves could be useful for the contro
cross-field fluxes in open-ended, divertor, and toroidal p
mas.
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